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Author’s response to reviews:

Changes made for this last revision, based on the latest mail from editors (see below in CAPS)

Formatting changes to be made:

-----------------------------

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Title: please ensure that the title is identical in the manuscript and the submission system
DONE

Abstract: Please ensure that the abstract is identical in the manuscript file on the online submission system
DONE

Authors’ contributions: Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.
DONE

Tables: Please use numbers rather than roman numerals to number and reference the tables
DONE

Additional files: all additional files must be mentioned in the text in numerical order, or removed from the system
DONE (additional files 1, 2 and 3)

Additional files: Please ensure all files are referred to as additional files (not, for example, supplementary data)
DONE

Additional files: please add a section titled "Additional files" at the end of the manuscript (after the tables) listing the following for each file: the title of the data, and a short description of the data. An example is given below:
DONE

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.
DONE

Email: Please remove the email addresses from the author list
DONE

Authors¿ contributions: please ensure this is formatted into a paragraph rather than a list or in bullet points
DONE

Tables: please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables
DONE

Tables: please note that we are unable to correctly display merged cells where the merged cell crosses rows: please re-layout your table without these merged elements
I DID NOT PERFORM THESE CHANGES, AS I WAS UNSURE WHAT EXACTLY WAS MEANT BY THIS.

Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here: http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures
I DID NOT PERFORM THIS CHANGE DUE TO A SOFTWARE PROBLEM; I KINDLY ASK YOU TO CORRECT THIS.

Please remove the blank page at the end of the manuscript
DONE

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the
final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.
DONE; MINOR CHANGES THROUGHOUT THE MANUSCRIPT.

Best regards, Ricardo M Fernandes